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With the continuing drought in California, the agricultural industry may be fearful of losing its top
spot on the ERA’s list for the top agricultural producing state— worth roughly $46 billion and
employing 1.7 million people.[i]  However, one particular crop may not be as threatened as the rest
—California’s celebrated grapevine.
As one KJEANRL staff member, Laura Edelman, recently pointed out, when it comes to water,
California has seen better days.[ii]  In the midst of yet another drought in California, the first year
being in 2011,[iii] citizens are facing the reality of a 25% cutback on domestic water usage. 
Although such a cutback may seemingly ease water shortage in California, the numbers show that
80% of California’s water is used for agricultural purposes.[iv]  Therefore, cutting 25% of usage from
the already low 20% domestic group may not extinguish the water shortage entirely.[v]  However, if
cutbacks are enforced on the agricultural industry, this may not adversely affect the wine industry in
particular.
Although California is in the midst of a continuing drought, the California wine industry may be
bottling some of its best vintages.[vi] Since the grapevine is relatively hardy, although not entirely
drought resistant, the wine industry may not be as hard pressed for water as other crops.[vii]  Many
of the notable, fine wines from California were dry farmed, meaning the crop relies exclusively on
the natural rainfall for growth.[viii]  Dry farming produces a small grape, resulting in a concentrated
flavor and can coincidently lead to higher retail values for a bottle of wine.[ix]  Dry farming also
results in grapes ripening earlier, allowing crops to be harvested before autumn storms arrive.[x] 
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While this information seems promising to the wine industry, vineyards should still fear the
continuing drought.  Although grapevines are hardy and require substantially less water than alfalfa
or rice, the wine making process requires a sizable amount of water.[xii]  From processing, to
cleaning, to frost protection, roughly four gallons of water are required to produce each bottle of
wine. [xiii]  However, vineyards are focused on saving water across the board.[xiv]  Not only have
companies employed high-tech strategies to conserve water, such as innovations in recycled water
processing and improving irrigation technology, but they have also implemented low-tech strategies,
such as using pressure washers to clean floors over a conventional hose, installing drain covers to
prevent grapes from unnecessarily congesting pipes, and using fans to protect grapes from frost
rather than the typical protective spraying.[xv] 
The California wine industry, as well as the agricultural industry, may seek guidance from other
cities and countries that have been successful in substantially reducing their water usage. One such
country is Singapore.[xvi] Singapore attached water treaties to its declaration of independence with
Malaysia. Additionally, the country has recently developed, among other technology, water
treatment plants to convert sewage water into clean drinking water, which is then used for industrial
manufacturing or in reservoirs.[xvii]
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